Record Arctic Blazes May Herald New Fire Regime Decades Earlier than Expected
by Andrew Freedman and Lauren Tierney
Aug. 14, 2020 – The Arctic summer of 2019 was supposed to be an outlier.  Featuring massive blazes in Siberia, including what scientists strongly suspected were smoldering fires beneath the peat in the carbon-rich soils of the transition zone between the tundra and Arctic taiga, last year set records for emitting planet-warming greenhouse gases via wildfires.  Many scientists thought it might be a one-off.  They considered that computer model projections tend to show that the emergence of such extreme fire years won’t happen until mid-century.
However, this year is proving those scientists wrong.  It raises the unsettling possibility that fire seasons that begin much earlier than average and end later — and affect delicate Arctic ecosystems — could soon be the new normal.  Wildfires continue to burn unimpeded across Siberia, as they have since May, after getting an unusually early start to the fire season.  A thick blanket of smoke has turned the sky a milky gray in Siberia’s cities.  Some smoke makes it across the Pacific into Alaska and Canada’s Hudson Bay.
In fact, according to Mark Parrington, senior scientist and wildfire expert at the European Union’s Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service, Siberian wildfire smoke has been seen around the world, as it hitches a ride on upper air winds.  To track wildfires and estimate their emissions of planet-warming CO2, black carbon and more, Parrington uses satellite instruments to detect heat signals all over the world.
He and his colleagues then use the temperature of the signals to arrive at an estimate of the energy emitted by each fire, by making the assumption that a particular amount of biomass (plants, grasses and trees, for example) is needed to burn at that temperature.  This measure of the rate of radiant heat output from a fire is known as “radiative power,” which can then be translated into estimated emissions.
Based on data stretching back to 2003, when the satellite sensors began recording reliable data, Parrington says Arctic fires released more CO2 in June and July this year than during any complete fire season before that.  This is an especially noteworthy milestone, since 2019 itself had been a record-breaker for Arctic wildfires.  This year, some of the Arctic fires were burning so far north that they were spotted bordering sea ice cover.
Looking at carbon emissions from fires in the Arctic Circle, Parrington says 2020 is already the top year, even when the Jan. 1 to Aug. 11 period is measured against the full 365 days for each of the other years.  Last year had set a record for such emissions, with 180 megatons of CO2 emitted by Arctic fires.  But 2020 has eclipsed it so far, with about 240 megaton through Aug. 11.  Parrington said Arctic wildfire emissions rose significantly from June into July, particularly in the northern Russia Sakha Republic, a pattern also observed last year.
“It’s an indicator that something’s changed in the environment there,” he said of the fire activity of the past 2 summers.
Jessica McCarty, a wildfire expert at Miami University of Ohio with experience working in the Siberian Arctic, said Parrington’s emissions estimates are probably underestimates, since satellites don’t detect the heat signatures from Arctic peat fires.  Such blazes smolder without open flames above the surface, consuming ancient organic matter.  They free up planet-warming gases such as methane and CO2 that had been locked away.  This, along with permafrost melt, acts to speed up global warming, as part of a self-reinforcing cycle.
According to McCarty, she and her colleagues are unable to access Siberia this summer because of the coronavirus pandemic, so there’s a greater dependence on satellite estimates now.  She says she has explored areas in the transition zone between the tundra and Arctic taiga, which has coniferous forests, and has seen burned areas that never showed up on satellites.  “We know we’re missing a lot of the fire activity,” McCarty said.  “We don’t exactly have a grip on how much we’re missing.”
She’s hoping to get to the region next year, to conduct surveys that could shed more light on what has been burning, given the differing global warming implications of smoldering peat compared to burning vegetation.
McCarty has searched through the scientific literature from Arctic nations, as part of a report she is co-authoring for the Arctic Council.  “This is the type of fire event that would be described by these worst-case modeling scenarios that were supposed to occur mid-century,” she said.  She added that we may be 30 years early in seeing such fire impacts, which would require a reevaluation of how the Arctic is responding to global warming.
For next year, she’ll be examining when the fire season starts, where it begins, what types of landscapes burn, and what the ignition sources are.  Once you log a few extreme fire seasons, she says, the extreme becomes the norm, known to fire researchers as a “fire regime.”  “If 7 out of 10 years are extreme years, that’s a fire regime,” McCarty said.
She said a review of scientific literature from Russia and other Arctic nations shows that Siberian fires typically subside in mid- to late August, when the 1st snows arrive in the Far North.  But that assumption may need to be revisited, too.  If any fires this year continue into September, she said, “I’ll be really shocked.  I don’t know that I’ll have words that are ready to be published.”
The fires were touched off by an unusually hot year to date, which has helped dry out the soils and melt snow cover unusually early in the spring.
For example, temperatures have hit record levels even in the Arctic, north of 66° north latitude.  A reading of 100.4° (38°C) on June 20 was probably the hottest temperature on record in the Arctic.  It was recorded in Verkhoyansk, about 3,000 miles east of Moscow, on June 20.
The people who live in Siberia and other Arctic regions are used to variable weather.  In Verkhoyansk, for example, temperatures can drop to -50°F and lower in the winter, but climb into the 70s during the summer.  Yet the persistent warmth so far this year has stood out to climate researchers.
“What is incredibly unusual is the persistence of the warm signal” in Siberia, said Samantha Burgess, deputy director of the Copernicus Climate Change Service, in an interview.  She said the warmth has had significant implications for the region, ranging from clearing out sea ice north of Siberia unusually early in the summer melt season, to contributing to permafrost melt that led to a major oil spill in Norilsk, Russia.
Burgess said the temperature spike in Siberia this summer heralds events to come, not only there but in other parts of the Arctic, as well, as the region warms at about 3 times the rate of the rest of the world.  She said that the Siberian warm streak is likely to occur again and likely to show up in other parts of the Arctic.
“It’s really taken people by surprise, how quickly these changes have taken place in the Arctic,” Burgess said.
The Arctic as a whole has had record warm temperatures from May through July, as measured in the lower atmosphere.  Much of Siberia experienced an exceptionally mild winter, followed by a warmer-than-average spring.  It has been among the most unusually warm regions of the world during the summer as well.  During May, parts of Siberia had an average monthly temperature that was a staggering 18°F (10°C) above average for the month, according to the Copernicus Climate Change Service.  The unusually mild weather has continued through August so far, as an area of high pressure, or heat dome, has been parked over the Siberian Arctic.
Fires and Ice
The summer fire and melt season hasn’t just featured an unusual surge in fires and their harmful emissions.  It is also bringing dramatic declines in sea ice and, in one prominent case, long-lasting ice attached to land.
Arctic sea ice extent had been on course to break a record for the lowest extent on record this September, eclipsing the previous record set in 2012.  However, ice loss rates have slowed since July, says Walt Meier, a senior scientist at the National Snow and Ice Data Center.  So it’s unlikely the record will be broken this year.  The reason for the melt slowdown is persistent ice cover north and northwest of Alaska.  But on the other side of the Arctic, sea ice emptied out early and water temperatures climbed across the Laptev and East Siberian seas.
Meier says warm ocean waters in other parts of the Arctic could continue melting ice throughout the month, despite the weakening energy from the sun as fall approaches.  Sea ice typically reaches its minimum extent in early- to mid-September.
A recent study, using a computer model, found that the Arctic could be seasonally ice-free by 2035, but other studies put the ice-free date later than that.  In any case, sea ice decline continues, even not every year hits a record low.
With unusually warm conditions settling over northern Canada, a substantial portion of the remaining sections of the Milne Ice Shelf — Canada’s last remaining intact ice shelf, broke off Ellesmere Island, Nunavut, between July 28 and July 31.   That’s according to the Canadian Ice Service and newly released satellite photos from Planet Labs.  The ice shelf — a floating tongue of ice attached to glacier that rests on bedrock, was vulnerable to melting from mild air temperatures above and relatively mild ocean temperatures below.
Similar dynamics are playing out in Greenland and Antarctica, where massive glaciers have been destabilized by the disintegration of their ice shelves.  The shelves act as doorstops that prevent inland ice from sliding into the sea, where it would dramatically raise sea levels.
Before the breakup of the Canadian shelf into large icebergs, it was about the size of D.C., the Associated Press has reported.
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